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l. Introduction 

Two experiments were carried out investigating identification of simulta- 

neous vowel sounds by listeners. Our research is inspired by the intriguing 
question - first posed by Colin Cherry as the ‘Cocktail Party Problem’ 

(Cherry, 1953) - of how listeners are able to perceive the speech of a single 

speaker separately from a background of interfering voices. Cherry mention- 

ed voice pitch as one of the factors possibly facilitating the separation. 

Much earlier, Stumpf (1890) had reported that the sounds of two musical 

instruments tended to fuse into a single percept when both instruments 
played exactly the same note, but were separately audible when different 

notes were played. More recently, Brokx and Nooteboom (1982) found that 

speech sounds presented in a background of speech from another or even the 

same speaker, could be identified considerably better when there was a 

difference of more than 1 semitone between the pitches of the two sounds— 
These observations prompted us to investigate the role ofdifferences in pitCh 
between simultaneous vowels in the perceptual separation process. 

Identification of pairs of unvoiced vowels was investigated in the second 

experiment. This experiment was conducted in order to determine to what 
extent listeners could use information derived from the spectral envelope Of 
the sound for identifying the vowels. 

2. Experiment 1 

The stimuli of the first experiment consisted of two different voiced vowels. 

The waveforms of the vowel sounds were computed using a software five-for- 
mant speech synthesizer. Eight vowels were used viz. the Dutch /i/, /y/ /1/ , 

/e/ , / 9/ , /a/ , /o/ , and /u/. Formant structures were taken from Govaerts’ 

study of Dutch vowels (Govaerts, 1974). The duration of each vowel was 220 

ms including cosine-shaped onset and offset ramps of 20 ms. The vowels were 

added with no temporal onset difference, starting in zero-phase. They had 

about equal subjective loudness. Six F0 differences were used: O, %, '/z‚ 1» 2 
and 4 semitones. The average F0 was 150 Hz. For each pair of vowels with 

. unequal FO two stimuli were made, one in which one vowel had the lower and 

one in which the other had the lower F„. The waveforms of the 308 different 

combinations were digitally stored on disk. 
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Twenty subjects took part in Exp. 1. They had normal hearmg gädnzvretrse 

familiar with synthesized speech sounds and psychoacousttc expld-Ueatec.‘ 

They were tested individually. The subjects were seated m a s<;u d hones 

booth and received the signals diotically through TDI! 4921? camped am. 

The signals were band-pass filtered from 50 Hz to 5 kHz an pres 

level of about 60 dB SL. _ . 

A minicomputer controlled the presentation of the stimuli ändiri;lelcl:loursdlejc>ll 

the responses. The subjects were instructed to respond to eac_ 5 one ofthe 

pushing two buttons on a panel of eight, each button represen}t:ngx eriment 

eight vowels used. All vowels were played to them before t e nel:1ded the 

Started. No feedback was given on their responses. The subjects a ion each 

eXperiment in four sessions held on consecutwe days. In eve;y säisffered for 

of the 308 stimuli was presented once, in_a random order; %; an hour 

each subject and for each session. A sessron lasted about a . 

3. Results 

_ . - ' ' ' fi ure 
A Synopsis of the results is presented m Fig. “1. The soéidtäzgä;réirrict)‚ 

gives the percentage correctly identified °°mbmanmis( ;; -cts the average 
averaged over the 28 combinations. The dashed llned'fefpi-ence was found 
percentage of individual vowels correct..No significant 1 1; ad the higher Fo 

between the performance on the stimuli m Wth one vowe - 
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Figure 1: Percentage correct identification of two srmultaneot;xg\lg€drhe so\id line Shows the 

the difference between the fundamental frequencres of the hvow;ls corrccuyidemified) and 

average identification scores on the 28 combinattons used (bot 

the dashed line the average scores on individual vowels. 
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and on those in which it had the lower FO. The results are thereforeaveraged 
over ‘positive’ and ‘negative‘ FO differences. 

The scores differed much for different combinations. They were in general 
lowest for combinations of similar vowels, such as two front vowels or two 
back vowels, and were highest for dissimilar combinations such as a front 
and a back vowel. The scores were down to around chance level (4%) for only 
a few combinations of vowels with equal FO. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that 
the scores increased with increasing F0 difference up to 1 or 2 semitones. 

4. Experiment 2 

When it was found that identification scores even on pairs of vowels with 
identical Fo’s were generally well above chance level, asecondexperiment was 
devised. Stimuli in this experiment consisted of two different unvoiced 
vowels. They were constructed in the same way as the stimuli for Exp. 1. The 
unvoiced vowels had the same spectral envelopes as the voiced ones. The 
stimuli were D-A converted, band-pass filtered from 50 Hz to 5 kHz and 
recorded on magnetic tape with an [SI of 3 s. The tape contained every 
stimulus eight times in random order. 

Eighteen subjects with normal hearing took part in this experiment. They 
were asked to identify the two vowels in a stimulus and to write down a 
phonemic transcription of both vowels on an answer form. The test method 
was the same as in Exp. ! except for the use of a tape and written responses. 

5. Results 

Performance on the unvoiced vowels was significantly lower than for voiced 
vowels with equal fundamentals (p < .01). The identification score on 
combinations was 26% for the unvoiced stimuli and 45% for the voiced 
stimuli and the average score on individual vowels was 56% and 69% 
TCSP€CÜVCIY. The same tendency for pairs of vowels with dissimilar formant 
structures to  be better identified than pairs with similar structures was also 
found here. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

The most surprising result of the experiments is that identifiability of two 
simultaneous vowels was far above chance level even if both vowels had the 
same fundamental frequency or when they were unvoiced. The result that 
simultaneous unvoiced vowels were less well identifiable than simultaneous 
voiced vowels with equal Fo’s cannot yet be explained. This was contradicto- 
ry to what one would expect from the fact that formants are more sharply 
defined in unvoiced than in voiced vowels, although this is only true for the 
long-term spectrum. Identification scores on voiced pairs increased by about 
18% on average when the FO difference between the two vowels was increased 

/ ) 
‚€ ’ . -. „ . __ 
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from 0 to 2 semitones. It is noteworthy that at least one vowel was correctly 

identified in 95% of the voiced stimuli and in 86% of the unvowed ones. 

Identification scores on combinations of vowels With strone dif er1ng 

Spectral envelopes like /i/ and /a/ were much higher than äh; scoreso$ti; 

vowels with relative similar spectral shapes like /i/ and /y/._ Esu;zg ni- 

our theory of a ‘profile’ analysis (cf. Spiegel and Green, 1.981)1m. t e r: ofgthe 

tion process. A profile is considered to be a relat1vely Slmp e una;geral car 

envelope of the spectral representation of the sound in the pe;ip eofthe 

Recognition is then a process of matching reference profilesftoht 223 fitting 

present spectrum and identifying the sounds on bass o t e f  rmant5 of 

profiles. The profile is probably best defined around thefirstftvt;)o o formants 

the vowel. The shape of the profile near the frequenmessohtffeesreS 1983) If 

apparently weighs most in the matching (cf. ll(latt, 1982, c e in, vowels 

there is a great difference between the profiles of the. compäsengc ed by F; 

identifiability of the combination is relatively high and little {? unces can aid 

differences. If the profiles are rather similar, however, F0 dl. en:0 one of the 

to separate the profile of the combination in parts belonglggse aration is 

vowels and parts belonging to the other or maybe to E°t . ctrim This is 

SUpposed to be guided by the harmonic fine structure of th isfäionics.are not 

only possible for relatively low frequenmes because hi8 1924) The theory is 

separate detectable in the auditory system (6-_3- Plof“ä’g eared that two 

SUpported by the results of a pilot expenment in whic it aptrhan 15emitone‚ 

pitches could be perceived when the FO difference was greater h rd We may 

while for smaller differences only one (beatmg) ?““; was n22 when the Fo 

therefore expect little further improvement of the per orma fformance can 

difference is increased beyond ] semitone. A decrease !; pesuch asamaj°r 

even be expected for harmonic intervals between the two „ 2 harmonics of 

third (4 semitones) and especially for an octave because in? {name for the 

both vowels will then coincide. A clear decrease in per (g)r mbinations- 

4-semitone difference was indeed found in the results for co 
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